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Bimonthly publication focused on Culture and Travel

Traveling is not just moving from one place to another, traveling is not just visiting a new place or returning to an already known des-

tination... traveling is to absorb, to grasp, to taste, to breathe, to see, to feel, to enjoy, to go, to explore, to experiment, to engulf, to

bind, to cross, to zoom in, to inquire, to enter, to touch, to dig, to remove, to discover, to watch... traveling is an attitude.

Traveling is breaking down the culture of each destination, is allowing yourself to be amazed by the peculiarities of each place, by its

manifestations –from the most popular to the most avant-garde– to open your mind and soul, set aside any prejudice, and feel and

enjoy the different ways of seeing the world.

Expocultur is a bimonthly publication that seeks that its readers can travel on paper –which is our universe– and in the world –which

is our food. That seeks that its readers can discover the most intimate aspects of each portrayed culture throughout the pages of the

magazine. That seeks that its readers can get soaked by every sensation, by every experience, and at the end of each story are able

to feel how close we are from each other.

Through a high quality editorial product we communicate with a select audience that is looking for seriousness and effectiveness in

our publication, and demands a direct, open, deep, innovative, dynamic... dialogue with the most relevant aspects of culture, art,

gastronomy, hospitality... we talk to a true traveler. Expocultur is conceived as an open window to the world in all its scope, tourism

in all its thrust and culture in all its diversity.

50% Culture and Travel Industry 50% Businesses and Professionals

* Official Entities

* Meetings and Incentives Organizers

* Hotels

* Cultural Foundations and Associations

* Travel Agencies

* Tour operators

* Transport

* Decision takers (CEO’s, Sales and Mkt., etc.) of diverse industries

(automotive, pharmaceutical, energy, textile, new technologies,

food and beverage, financial…)

* Chambers and Associations

* Official Entities

* Professionals and Entrepreneurs

* General Public with a medium-high average income

* Regular presence at national and international travel and culture exhibitions and meetings

The distribution of our bimonthly edition is organized by subscriptions and through the rotation of a large and diverse database. The

distribution of the magazine, both nationally and internationally, impacts more than 15,000 readers. This means that for every person

who gets the magazine at least two more people read it. In addition, the magazine can be read and/or downloaded at expocultur.com

Additional online distribution: 

Controlled circulation: offline y online

Expocultur – Exhibitions, Culture and Travel

Circulation: 5.000 copies

The online version of the magazine is distributed, 

additionally, through a database that already exceeds

45,500 profiled contacts.

Each edition of Expocultur is also available on the “Inflight

Entertainment System” of Iberia Express, one of Spain’s

major airlines.
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Sections Special Features

* Miscellaneous

* Hospitality

* Trade Shows and Exhibitions

* Meetings and Conventions

* Cultural Agenda

* Health and Beauty

* Equipment

* Transport

* Publications

* names

* Gastronomy

* Cruises

* Tour operators

* national and International Travel Destinations

* Food & Travel

* Cultural exhibitions

* Museums

* Holydays of cultural interest

* Cultural routes

* natural and Ethnological routes

* Historical Hotels and Gardens

* Spas

* world Heritage

* Special Anniversaries

* Festivals

* wine routes

nEw wEBSITE: www.ExPOCulTur.COM

After a thorough re-evaluation process, we have completely

renewed our website –www.expocultur.com– in order to

have a tool fully adapted to the latest technological and user

experience requirements.

As never before in our almost 20-year history, today we

have the perfect platform to boost the work done on paper

into a new dimension, expanding the reach of our medium

and offering readers and advertisers an increasingly dynamic

and enriching experience.

Thus, both through the web and through our profiles on the

main social networks, we have managed to establish an

additional link with our readers; we go beyond paper to

give continuity to the permanent dialogue that has been

established between the entire community that revolves

around Expocultur, from the various destinations and tourist

services to the final reader.

A professional team with over thirty years of experience and a diverse network of partners are in charge of developing contents that

really manage to transfer to paper the experience of traveling and living art and culture up close.

Editorial Content
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Advertising rates

Covers Color

Front Cover ............................. 2.800,00 €

Internal Front Cover ............... 2.000,00 €

Back Cover ............................. 2.200,00 €

Internal Back Cover ............... 2.000,00 €

Full Page .................................. 1.900,00 €

2/3 Page .................................. 1.500,00 €

1/2 Page ...................................  1.200,00 €

1/4 Page .................................. 1.000,00 €

Module ................................... 750,00 €

Inserts Special Advertised Features

2 Pages .....................................  1.500,00 €

4 Pages .....................................  2.000,00 €

*Ask for custom made options

rates plus V.A.T.

Agency Discount: 10%

Special Bonuses for annual campaigns

Technical Specifications

Frequency: Bimonthly Edition

Print: Offset

Format: 210x280 mm 

*Advertising materials provided by the client and

remain of their property


